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Articles with Geographical 
Names Test
Write the or «-» (zero article) separated by commas

1. You work at ____ Hague?

2. When we get to ____ California I aim to get me a nice car.

3. Approaching from ____ north was a helicopter, slicing low across the runway.

4. I'll travel to ____ Europe, Tracy thought.

5. We heard that the attack to ____ south had been unsuccessful.

6. It's like living in ____ Andes, in ____ South America, high.

7. There's this little kid from ____ Congo who was raised by panthers!

8. ____ city of Yuriatin isn't taking us.

9. We should be hearing from ____ south pole in a few minutes.

10. Will it be entered in any festivals in ____ eastern hemisphere, specifically ____ 
Philippines?

11. The beam is coming from a settlement on ____ southern hemisphere.

12. Do you want to land your tea and silk from ____ Asia and ship it straight East?

13. Last I heard, she was in ____ middle east someplace.

14. As it is, all we know is that the space capsule is about... to land somewhere in ____ 
south of ____ England.

15. So we can take a look at ____ France and ____ Spain and still have a month on 
____ Drogheda.

16. The dive camera crew were well prepared to film fishermen in ____ Philippines.

17. Hello. This is the president of ____ United States of ____ America.

18. The illiberal duties charged on imports from ____ Baltic states?

19. And that was how a great scandal threatened to affect ____ kingdom of ____ 
Bohemia, and how the best plans of Mr. Sherlock Holmes were beaten by a woman's 
wit.

20. I give the floor to the representative of ____ Russian Federation.

21. You think I don't know about ____ Beijing?

22. I'm here to help you and ____ People's Republic of ____ China.

23. Mr Duguesclin was a lifelong friend of the Montresor family of ____ Quebec.

24. This is the most favourable period for travelling in ____ Russia.
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25. The whole of the second night he drove on westwards-on to ____ Pacific Ocean.

26. Lucullus battles Mithridates near ____ Black Sea.

27. There are mountains north of ____ Greenland?

28. He started forward in a straight line, and the wall of officers before him parted like 
____ Red Sea.

29. Some delights from ____ Cyprus, perhaps?

30. I think that I shall have no difficulty in getting through to ____ Don by way of ____ 
Roumania and ____ Crimea.

31. Welcome to ____ Madagascar!

32. Look, she drew a dolphin on ____ Strait of ____ Magellan and the ducks on ____ 
Maldives.

33. Eurasia comprises the whole of the northern part of ____ European and ____ 
Asiatic land-mass, from ____ Portugal to ____ Bering Strait.

34. What, did you come by way of ____ Panama Canal?

35. ____ Kilimanjaro is further from the Earth's centre.

36. We should be over ____ Amazon by now.

37. Except she's not gonna cross ____ Gulf Stream on her own.

38. ____ Korean peninsula's 4000 miles from the blast site.

39. I've lowered for whales from a leaking ship in a gale off ____ Cape Horn.

40. The far-eastern courier rounds ____ Lake Baikal and approaches ____ Pacific at full 
speed.

41. I found a safe place for us to spend the night at ____ Lake Geneva.

42. Then it's only a short flight to ____ Canary Islands and an easy ride home.

43. 91 areas of significant population density in ____ British Isles.

44. I mean, we can refuel the jet, head to ____ Bahamas, ____ Azores... anywhere 
without business or my mother.

45. Albert, we're headed for ____ Black Hills of ____ South Dakota.

46. Not many kilometres from here, at the base of ____ Mount Etna.

47. He just got back from a four-month trek in ____ Andes.

48. A cold wind from ____ Alps was blowing.

49. All the inhabitants of ____ Great Plains are exposed to the elements.

50. I flew more or less all over the world, until I had an accident in ____ Sahara desert.

51. At the other end of ____ Africa, on the edge of ____ Kalahari Desert, lies a much 
drier grassland, supporting far fewer animals.

52. ____ Death Valley is the hottest place on Earth.

53. James, have you been working recently on any oil rigs in ____ Gulf of Mexico?
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54. If the other guys jumped in ____ Bay of Bengal and tried to swim to ____ Sri Lanka, 
would you?
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Answers to the articles with geographical names 
test

1. the

2. -

3. the

4. -

5. the

6. the, -

7. the

8. the

9. the

10. the, the

11. the

12. -

13. the

14. the, -

15. -, -, -

16. the

17. the, -

18. the

19. the, -

20. the

21. -

22. the, -

23. -

24. -

25. the

26. the

27. -

28. the

29. -

30. the, -, the
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31. -

32. the, -, the

33. the, -, -, the

34. the

35. -

36. the

37. the

38. the

39. -

40. -, the

41. -

42. the

43. the

44. the, the

45. the, -

46. -

47. the

48. the

49. the

50. the

51. -, the

52. -

53. the

54. the, -
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